Postoperative radiation in esophageal squamous cell carcinoma and target volume delineation
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Abstract: Esophageal cancer is the sixth leading cause of cancer death worldwide, and patients who are treated with surgery alone, without neoadjuvant therapies, experience frequent relapses. Whether postoperative therapies could reduce the recurrence or improve overall survival is still controversial for these patients. The purpose of our review is to figure out the value of postoperative adjuvant therapy and address the disputes about target volume delineation according to published data. Based on the evidence of increased morbidity and disadvantages on patient survival caused by postoperative chemotherapy or radiotherapy (RT) alone provided by studies in the early 1990s, the use of postoperative adjuvant therapies in cases of esophageal squamous cell carcinoma has diminished substantially and has been replaced gradually by neoadjuvant chemoradiation. With advances in surgery and RT, accumulating evidence has recently rekindled interest in the delivery of postoperative RT or chemoradiotherapy in patients with stage T3/T4 or N1 (lymph node positive) carcinomas after radical surgery. However, due to complications with the standard radiation field, a nonconforming modified field has been adopted in most studies. Therefore, we analyze different field applications and provide suggestions on the optimization of the radiation field based on the major sites of relapse and the surgical non-clearance area. For upper and middle thoracic esophageal carcinomas, the bilateral supraclavicular and superior mediastinal areas remain common sites of recurrence and should be encompassed within the clinical target volume. In contrast, a consensus has yet to be reached regarding lower thoracic esophageal carcinomas; the “standard” clinical target volume is still recommended. Further studies of larger sample sizes should focus on different recurrence patterns, categorized by tumor locations, refined classifications, and differing molecular biology, to provide more information on the delineation of target volumes.
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Introduction

Esophageal cancer (EC) is the sixth leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide and is characterized by its extreme aggression and poor prognosis.1,2 Globally, squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) is the most common type of EC especially in the “Asian EC belt” that extends from northeast China to the Middle East.3 Esophagectomy remains the cornerstone of treatment for early-stage and locally advanced thoracic esophageal SCC (ESCC).4 Resection rates range from 19% to 64%, while 5-year survival ranges from 10% to 55% depending on the stage.5-7 Although advances in surgical and anesthetic techniques and improvements in perioperative management continue to reduce the postoperative mortality rate, this reduction has failed to translate into a significant benefit with regard to long-term survival. This is due to both high recurrence rates (34%–79%) and a short remission period (median, 14 months).8,9 Attempts have been
made to correct this through an increase in the radical nature of the nodal dissection or through a combination of surgery with other treatment modalities, such as preoperative or postoperative chemoradiation.

The current guidelines of the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) recommend neoadjuvant chemoradiation or definitive chemoradiation for all patients if the disease stage exceeds T1N0.10 However, the key evidence for neoadjuvant therapy comes primarily from trials in Western countries.11 Due to the growing distinction between the East and West in terms of the pathological types of EC, a large proportion of patients with adenocarcinoma included in the trials are not in accord with the situation in Asian countries.12

In addition, several studies have reported that neoadjuvant therapies for ESCC may increase the risk of postoperative morbidity or perioperative mortality, in addition to fear of disease progression and missing the opportunity for surgical therapy; thus, a considerable number of patients with locally advanced thoracic ESCC in the People’s Republic of China tended not to conform with the NCCN guidelines and undergo surgery as an initial treatment.13–15 For these patients, even complete resection of the tumor is often inadequate. The search for a suitable adjuvant therapy after esophagectomy is particularly important for these patients with a high risk of recurrence.

### Trends in the use of postoperative radiotherapy after resection of ESCC

Radiotherapy (RT) and chemotherapy represent the main treatment modalities in ESCC apart from surgery.16 Several molecular targeted agents, such as cetuximab, which have shown advantages in cancer therapy, are still in clinical trials, mainly for advanced or recurrence ESCC.17 Compared with neoadjuvant therapies, there have been relatively few studies of adjuvant therapies. In part, this may be because the typically debilitating condition of patients who undergo esophagectomies makes them unable to withstand the toxicity of postoperative treatments.15 Furthermore, the unsuccessful studies of postoperative RT (PORT) or postoperative chemotherapy (POCT) alone in the 20th century shifted the focus from adjuvant to neoadjuvant therapy.18–20 However, the lack of benefit of PORT alone was felt to be, in large part, a result of inappropriate patient selection and outdated techniques and equipment. For example, two of the studies19,20 included patients with positive celiac nodes (stage M1a) who were supposedly at a much higher risk for distant failure and were, thus, less likely to benefit from adjuvant RT alone; in these studies, irradiation was based on two-dimensional (2D) treatment plan using simple anteroposterior–posteroanterior techniques. The rate of local recurrence was lower in three of the PORT versus surgery-alone trials, but two trials noted that increased morbidity such as radiation fibrosis of the lung, noncancerous pericardial and pleural effusion, and alimentary tract hemorrhage counteracted any benefits.18,19 Moreover, one of the trials adopted hypofractionation schedules (49.5 Gy at 3.5 Gy/fraction), which may have caused severe complications and increased mortality.19 The actual dose distribution to organs at risk could not be evaluated, due to the technical limitations of 2DRT. More importantly, two of the studies included large proportions of patients who underwent palliative surgery, which affected the results greatly.19,20 Obviously, these studies conducted from the late 1980s to the early 1990s are not representative of the patients who receive therapy today.

Continued advancements in minimally invasive esophagectomies, chemotherapeutics, RT technology, and nutritional support over the past few decades have rendered patients a better ability to tolerate adjuvant therapy. Recent research has frequently showed the potential efficacy of POCT, PORT, and postoperative chemoradiotherapy (POCRT).21–24 The advantages of postoperative treatments over neoadjuvant therapies are based on accurate pathological staging; thus, the risk of overtreatment is minimized. Recent studies have suggested that POCT alone significantly improves disease-free survival (DFS), especially for node-positive ESCC, but showed no significant benefit in overall survival (OS) in most studies.21,24 In contrast, accumulating studies of PORT or POCRT demonstrated OS and DFS benefits compared with surgery alone in selected locally advanced patients.14,15,22,23,25,26 Xiao et al23 reported no survival benefit for the entire cohort with the addition of PORT. When stratifying based on stage, however, there was a significant survival benefit with PORT for stage III patients. Other studies on PORT also drew similar conclusions.28,29 Wang et al22 focused on ESCC with extracapsular lymph node extension, which is associated with a poor prognosis; they found that postoperative adjuvant chemoradiotherapy significantly reduced local recurrence rates and improved the DFS and OS compared with surgery alone. One study even suggested that the survival benefits provided by POCRT may catch up with neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy.15 Even for T2N0M0 patients, a study showed that adjuvant RT could significantly improve survival for the patients with a high risk of poor prognosis.14 However, PORT for patients with T2N0M0 EC is still controversial and should be adopted with caution.30
In summary, the addition of PORT can significantly improve the prognosis of patients with locally advanced ESCC (stage T3/T4 or lymph node-positive carcinoma).

Improvement of PORT in ESCC may be due to the advances in nutritional support and esophagectomies rather than RT technology. The study by Xiao et al.\(^3\) used 2D treatment planning, while other studies either did not provide detailed information about radiation techniques or contained both 2DRT and three-dimensional (3D) RT techniques but did not compare outcomes or toxicity.\(^26,28,29\) In view of the popularity of computed-tomography-based simulation in RT for stage III non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) in the US (13% in 1998 to 77.6% in 2005)\(^11\) and the years of inclusion, at least some of the patients were assessed with 2D treatment planning. Despite relatively few studies comparing 2DRT and 3DRT in PORT for EC, undeniably, 3D conformal RT (3DCRT), intensity-modulated RT (IMRT), and image-guided RT can provide better dosimetry than conventional 2D radiation, with improved target coverage and sparing of surrounding normal tissues. 3DRT has been independently associated with a survival advantage and a higher local tumor control rate in nasopharyngeal carcinoma and NSCLC.\(^32,33\) Moreover, studies at the MD Anderson Cancer Center (Houston, TX, USA) showed that dosimetric advantages of IMRT may translate into clinical benefits by reducing the incidence of cardiac deaths in definitive chemoradiotherapy of ESCC.\(^34\) In addition, a recent study evaluated the intrathoracic stomach toxicity of PORT in patients with ESCC after esophagectomy, followed by gastric conduit reconstruction, and revealed that only 15 (14.3%) patients suffered from grade 2 and higher late toxicities.\(^35\) Although studies comparing different techniques in PORT are rare, these results provide the impetus for further study of advanced RT technologies in PORT for EC. By comparison, significant technological improvements and optimization of the doses and fractionation regimens have dramatically increased the OS of patients who receive PORT and have changed the treatment modality of choice in NSCLC.\(^36,37\) Similarly, postmastectomy RT in breast cancer was long considered deleterious until the publication of two large randomized studies\(^38,39\) that featured the use of more modern RT techniques, showing clear improvements in both DFS and OS.\(^40\) Thus, innovations in technology may reform treatment modalities. Proton beam therapy offers advantages over IMRT in terms of normal tissue sparing and may result in clinically significant reductions in acute and long-term treatment-related toxicities. However, reported clinical experiences for proton beam therapy have been limited to locally recurrent or persistent EC, and there is no report of proton beam therapy in postoperative prophylactic radiation to date.\(^41\) Helical tomotherapy is an important technological advance in terms of modularity and safety for complex RT techniques.\(^42\) However, the techniques are currently of limited availability in postoperative prophylactic RT in the People’s Republic of China, due to the high investment costs in equipment and personnel. PORT versus surgery alone studies are summarized in Table 1.

**Current situation regarding PORT clinical target volume delineation**

Currently, no consensus has been reached with regard to the optimal extent of PORT clinical target volume (CTV) to treat radically resected ESCC. Based on the longitudinally drained submucosal lymphatic net and the probability of skipping lymph node metastasis in thoracic EC, standard PORT CTV should encompass the tumor bed, the bilateral supraclavicular areas, the mediastinal lymph nodes, and the cardia and left gastric lymph nodes.\(^23,43-45\) Such extensive fields can effectively lower the chance of local recurrence within the range of radiation portals.\(^23\) Although several studies have demonstrated the safety and feasibility of extended-volume RT,\(^46\) such an extensive irradiation field frequently causes severe gastrointestinal and systemic reactions, and many patients who have poor tolerance are required to suspend the treatment or reduce the radiation dose. Some patients even experience severe radiation-induced fibrosis of the lung, noncancerous pericardial and pleural effusions, and alimentary tract hemorrhages.\(^23\) To date, few studies have strictly adopted the standard radiation field without optimization. In the prospective randomized study by Xiao et al.,\(^23\) a standard CTV was adopted, and ~40% of the patients developed reactions, such as nausea, anorexia, and leukopenia to varying degrees soon after treatment; 6% developed chronic toxic effects, such as radiation-induced lung injury (ie, fibrosis) and noncancerous pericardial and pleural effusions. Moreover, two patients experienced gastrointestinal bleeding. Such serious complications may be responsible for the absence of a survival advantage in certain patients, and two main factors were responsible, which include outdated anteroposterior–posteroanterior techniques and an overextensive irradiation field. In theory, advanced technologies such as 3DCRT and IMRT can reduce the RT-related toxicity by better dose delivery to the precisely defined planning target volume, as mentioned earlier. However, recent reports of PORT with 3DCRT or IMRT techniques in ESCC rarely adopted a standard radiation field.\(^14,47,48\) This is probably...
### Table 1  Studies of PORT versus surgery alone

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pts selection</th>
<th>SU intent</th>
<th>PORT CTV</th>
<th>PORT dose</th>
<th>OS (PORT vs surgery alone)</th>
<th>Adverse effects associated with PORT</th>
<th>Favor PORT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teniere et al18</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>MT, LT ESCC</td>
<td>102 vs 119 R</td>
<td>T + S or L when they were involved</td>
<td>45–55 Gy/1.8 Gy</td>
<td>18 m vs 18 m 27% vs 29% NS</td>
<td>Minor, 18, four interrupted therapies</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fok et al19</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>SCC and AC</td>
<td>65 vs 65</td>
<td>46% R, 54% P Initial tumor</td>
<td>49–52.5 Gy/3.5 Gy</td>
<td>8.7 m vs 15.2 m 16% vs 21% 0.02</td>
<td>Gastritis, 6, ulcer, 17, fistulae, 1, strictures, 6 One fistula, stoma fibrotic strictures increased</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zieren et al20</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Stage II-IV, thoracic ESCC</td>
<td>33 vs 35</td>
<td>23.5% R, 76.5% P T, S for UT, celiac area for LT</td>
<td>55.8 Gy/1.8 Gy</td>
<td>14 m vs 13 m 22% vs 20% NS</td>
<td>One fistula; stoma fibrotic strictures increased</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiao et al23</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Thoracic ESCC</td>
<td>220 vs 275 R</td>
<td>S + M + L</td>
<td>50–60 Gy/2 Gy</td>
<td>NR; 5-y OS, 41% vs 32% 0.45</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al26</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>N+ thoracic ESCC</td>
<td>355 vs 590 R (three-field)</td>
<td>50 pts with large T-fields (T + S + M + L); 305 pts with smaller T-fields</td>
<td>Median 50 Gy/2 Gy</td>
<td>38.7 m vs 25.6 m 53.1% vs 41.8% 0.001</td>
<td>Higher risk of acute toxicity and grade 5 late complications with large T-fields</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al26</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Thoracic ESCC</td>
<td>438 vs 1,277 R (three-field)</td>
<td>66 pts with large T-fields (T + S + M + L); 305 pts with smaller T-fields</td>
<td>50 Gy/2 Gy</td>
<td>49.6 m vs 68.4 m 44.6% vs 51.5% 0.026</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schreiber et al28</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>T3-4N0M0 or N+ AC or SCC</td>
<td>363 vs 683 R</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>24 m vs 18 m 34.5% vs 31.2% &lt;0.001</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al14</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>pT2N0M0 MT ESCC Ku60 overexpression</td>
<td>106 vs 106 R</td>
<td>S + superior M</td>
<td>50–60 Gy/2 Gy</td>
<td>NR; 5-y OS, 48.1% vs 30.2% &lt;0.001</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- "Omit the left gastric artery drainage region compared with the large T-shape field.
- "Upper border was the same with the large T-fields; lower border covered the lower extension of the gross tumor plus a margin.

**Abbreviations:**
- AC, adenocarcinoma; CTV, clinical target volume; ESCC, esophageal squamous cell carcinoma; m, month; MST, median survival time; NR, not reported; NS, no significant differences; OS, overall survival; P, palliative; PORT, postoperative RT; pts, patients; R, radical; RT, radiotherapy; SCC, squamous cell carcinoma; y, year; L, left gastric lymph nodes; LT, lower thoracic tumors; M, mediastinal lymph nodes; MT, middle thoracic tumors; N, patients with node-positive disease; S, bilateral supraclavicular region; SU, surgery; T, tumor bed; UT, upper thoracic tumors.
because the clinicians are reluctant to attempt to change the radiation fields used in times of 2DRT even though advanced technologies reduce the RT-related toxicity.\textsuperscript{49} Thus, there is a lack of data on the evaluation of toxicity with a standard radiation field based on the dose–volume analysis of normal organs using dose–volume histogram parameters. Reevaluation of the efficacy and side effects of PORT with a standard radiation field using new technology is needed.

The exact rate of lymph node skipping metastasis is difficult to evaluate. Some studies found the probability of skipping metastasis in EC to be only 5%–10%\textsuperscript{50} This may provide an opportunity to optimize the irradiation field and to reduce the adverse effects. Attempts have been made since the 20th century to optimize the irradiation field. Different ranges of PORT CTV were used in three Phase III randomized controlled trials (mediastinal, supraclavicular, and celiac area with celiac lymph node invasion; initial tumor bed only; and the entire mediastinum and the region of local lymphatic drainage, respectively, in the three trials).\textsuperscript{18–20} Severe radiation-related complications were observed during the follow-up period in two trials including fatal gastrointestinal bleeding and anastomotic stricture. However, inadequate patient inclusion and the obsolete techniques in these studies, as mentioned earlier, make these results less valuable. So far, relatively little work has concentrated on the development of guidelines with regard to which sites should be included or excluded. The range of the radiation field differs across studies of PORT without chemotherapy which have included 1) the bilateral supraclavicular areas and the entire mediastinum;\textsuperscript{18} 2) the bilateral supraclavicular areas, the entire mediastinum, and the left gastric lymph nodes;\textsuperscript{51} 3) the tumor bed alone;\textsuperscript{19} and 4) a T-shaped field that included the bilateral lower cervical and supraclavicular areas, as well as the upper portion of the mediastinum;\textsuperscript{21} thus, the dispute centers on the extent of lymph node irradiation can be seen. Two retrospective studies focused on a comparison of the standard CTV with regional fields.\textsuperscript{50,51} Qiao et al\textsuperscript{51} compared an extended RT that covered the supraclavicular nodes, anastomotic sites, and tumor bed to regional fields that were confined to the tumor bed and the lymph nodes in the immediate region of the primary lesion. Although they did not analyze the DFS and recurrence patterns as limited imaging studies were conducted during the follow-up, the OS rates were not compromised in the regional portal group. Thus, regional portal fields should be considered due to the identical effects achieved in a larger field, while an extended volume may not be necessary. Lu et al\textsuperscript{50} reviewed 204 patients with thoracic ESCC who had received PORT after radical surgery. The patients were classified into four groups according to the radiation field: the entire mediastinum alone, mediastinum + the bilateral supraclavicular area, mediastinum + the left gastric area, and mediastinum + bilateral supraclavicular area + left gastric area (standard CTV). None of the patients with disease in the upper third of the esophagus and only one of 83 middle cases without radiation of the left gastric area were shown to have abdominal lymph node metastasis. Similarly, the rate of metastasis of the supraclavicular lymph node in patients with disease in the lower third of the esophagus was 2/61, whether the bilateral supraclavicular area was irradiated or not. They concluded that it may be unnecessary to irradiate the left gastric area when the primary lesion is located in the upper and middle portion of the esophagus. Likewise, the bilateral supraclavicular area may be unnecessarily irradiated in cases when the disease is present in the lower and middle lower thirds. Moreover, tumor T and N stages are independent prognostic factors for DFS rather than the extent of irradiation. In Chen et al’s study,\textsuperscript{24} the standard CTV was modified to a smaller T-field that excluded the left gastric artery drainage region and only covered the bilateral supraclavicular areas, mediastinum, and tumor bed due to unacceptably high complication rates. Significant reductions in acute and late RT complications, such as grade 5 gastric bleeding, as well as cardiac and pulmonary complications, were observed in patients who received smaller T-field irradiation. Moreover, the omission of that area did not result in more failure in the celiac region or compromise with regard to the 5-year survival rate. However, despite these studies that showing no obviously compromised effect or additional recurrent risk, there has always been some concern about recurrence in regional lymph nodes outside of the irradiation field when the field is reduced.

As the studies mentioned earlier indicate, in addition to the dosage and fraction, portal designation plays a pivotal role in the OS and the occurrence of complications. An issue of growing concern is how the portal designation can be optimized without a concomitant compromise in the outcome. The optimal PORT CTV should be limited to high-risk areas of postoperative recurrence, so that the occurrence of severe adverse effects is reduced. Portal designation should be considered from the following perspectives: 1) extent of surgical lymph node clearance, 2) site of relapse after radical esophagectomy without preoperative chemotherapy and radiation, and 3) stage and location of the primary lesion. As Table 1 shows, the primary dispute in the range of CTV concerns the range of the prophylactic lymphoid drainage area.
Optimization of PORT CTV
Among the three perspectives mentioned earlier, the extent of surgical lymph node clearance and the site of relapse are interdependent. The complex anatomy and the abundance of nerves and large blood vessels, especially the tight connection between the recurrent laryngeal nerve and surrounding lymph nodes in the upper mediastinum areas, greatly increase the technical difficulty of surgery and may result in the omission of lymph nodes during lymphadenectomy.\textsuperscript{52} Correspondingly, several studies showed that the bilateral supraclavicular and superior mediastinal areas had the highest recurrence rates, regardless of the primary tumor site.\textsuperscript{52,53} Japanese medical professionals prefer to extend the lymphadenectomy to the cervical region in cases of upper/middle thoracic EC since a nationwide survey in 1991 showed a dramatic difference in 5-year survival rates between a three-field lymphadenectomy (3-FL) and a two-field lymphadenectomy (2-FL).\textsuperscript{54} However, recent studies showed that 3-FL only reduced the local recurrence rate of the superior mediastinum nodes slightly compared with modern 2-FL and that the bilateral supraclavicular and mediastinal nodes remained as the major locoregional recurrence sites.\textsuperscript{55,56} From this point of view, 3-FL or 2-FL has no obvious impact on the PORT CTV. As mentioned earlier, the dispute in PORT CTV delineation is focused on the extent of lymph node irradiation.\textsuperscript{50,51} The pattern of regional lymph node metastasis after surgery alone is the most important factor in the guidance for the establishment of the PORT CTV. The pattern may be influenced by primary tumor location, tumor, node, and metastasis (TNM) stage, with or without POCT and other factors. We address these points in detail in the following sections.

Optimization of PORT CTV according to different location of primary lesion
Various studies have found that the incidence of metastasis in the regional lymph nodes was associated with the primary tumor site.\textsuperscript{57,58} For example, upper thoracic esophageal tumors frequently metastasize to the cervical nodes, while lower thoracic tumors are more prone to metastasize to nodes in the upper abdominal cavity. Thus, a special relationship may exist between the tumor location and the mode of lymphatic recurrence.

Upper and middle thoracic ESCC
Various studies have suggested that recurrences of upper and middle thoracic esophageal carcinomas after radical surgery tend to occur in the bilateral supraclavicular areas and in the superior mediastinum.\textsuperscript{52,53,57,58} Liu et al\textsuperscript{55} studied 414 patients retrospectively after radical esophagectomy without prior therapy or PORT and found that the supraclavicular and superior mediastinal lymph nodes showed the highest initial rates of recurrence of all locations after surgical resection. In fact, 79.4% of all recurrence sites across 76.3% of the patients were located in the bilateral supraclavicular areas and in the upper portion of the mediastinum. Thus, they proposed that a CTV consisting of the bilateral supraclavicular and superior mediastinal areas (rather than all lymphatic drainage regions) would be adequate for the vast majority of patients. In the study by Doki et al,\textsuperscript{57} the vertical location of a thoracic EC has been suggested to strongly affect the site of tumor recurrence after curative surgery. For upper and middle esophageal tumors, they reached a conclusion similar to that of Liu et al:\textsuperscript{55} recurrence in the cervical and upper mediastinal nodes was most frequent, although 8% of the enrolled patients were diagnosed with non-squamous thoracic esophageal carcinomas. Two other studies demonstrated that apart from the supraclavicular and superior mediastinal areas, station 7 lymph nodes also had high metastasis rates. In Cai and Xin’s study,\textsuperscript{58} the recurrence rate of station 7 lymph nodes was 37.2% for middle thoracic ESCC, while in Li et al’s study\textsuperscript{52} it was 34.1%. Both studies recommended that subcarinal regions should be encompassed within the target volume. In particular, a significant difference was identified in Li et al’s study\textsuperscript{52} between right and left supraclavicular lymph node metastasis (31.7% vs 16.7%, respectively, in the studies by Cai and Xin\textsuperscript{58} and Li et al,\textsuperscript{52} $P=0.005$). The reason why the bilateral supraclavicular and superior mediastinal areas are at a high risk of recurrence is partly due to frequent metastasis of the upper and middle thoracic ESCC to the cervical nodes and difficulty in complete lymph node dissection due to the complex anatomy versus the lower mediastinum and upper abdominal sites that can be exposed more readily.

However, some other findings do not correspond exactly to the abovementioned results, and the precise area of high-risk recurrence remains controversial.\textsuperscript{5} Lee et al\textsuperscript{55} reported that 38% of patients with middle thoracic carcinomas still experienced recurrence in the abdominal nodes. However, according to the studies by Liu et al,\textsuperscript{55} Doki et al,\textsuperscript{57} and Cai and Xin,\textsuperscript{58} the recurrence rates in abdominal nodes was $\sim$10% for middle thoracic tumors; this rate is actually lower in upper thoracic tumors (0%–4%). The middle and lower mediastinum and upper abdominal areas can be exposed readily, and lymph node dissection in these regions is comparatively complete, compared with dissections of the lower neck and upper mediastinal regions. In Chen et al’s study,\textsuperscript{26} no patient experienced failure in the abdomen, regardless of whether they received PORT and whether the coverage of the abdominal regions was minimized in a smaller T-field radiation that
was delivered to most of the patients. Thus, they indicated that irradiation of the upper abdominal area was unnecessary. However, further prospective and randomized trials are still needed to investigate whether the upper abdominal lymph nodes should be included.

Lower thoracic ESCC

Similar to upper and middle thoracic ESCC, complete lymph node dissection of superior mediastinal lymph nodes is challenging due to the complicated anatomy in this area. Several studies showed that the bilateral supraclavicular and superior mediastinal areas had the highest recurrence rates in patients with lower thoracic ESCC. In contrast, Cai and Xin reported that the constituent ratio of upper abdominal nodes in lower thoracic ESCC recurrence was 36.2%, significantly higher than for middle and upper thoracic EC. Few studies have addressed the recurrence pattern of lower thoracic ESCC after radical surgery alone. Whether locoregional recurrence patterns of lower esophageal tumors are centered on downward areas, such as the para-cardiac and left gastric nodes, or on upward areas, such as the bilateral supraclavicular and superior mediastinal areas remains understudied. Although SCC occurs equally often in the middle and lower esophagus, the percentage of lower esophageal tumors is lower than middle esophageal tumors in some studies; thus, the true recurrence pattern may be obscured by that of middle esophageal tumors. Currently, although the upward area seems more worthy to be irradiated due to more supporting evidence and difficulty in delineating unclearly defined upper abdominal nodes, sufficient reasons for omitting the upper abdominal lymph nodes or bilateral supraclavicular and superior mediastinal areas for lower thoracic ESCC are lacking. Doki et al. reported that distant metastases, such as those in the liver and abdominal para-aortic nodes, were the predominant sites of recurrence for lower thoracic tumors, suggesting that POCT or POCRT rather than PORT alone should be emphasized for lower esophageal tumors. Further investigations are needed to determine the recurrence pattern of lower thoracic ESCC. Currently, due to deeply divided opinions about recurrence patterns of lower thoracic ESCC after surgery alone, a standard CTV is still recommended for patients with lower thoracic ESCC.

Optimization of PORT CTV with POCRT

Several studies have demonstrated that POCRT is significantly more effective than PORT alone in locally advanced ESCC, especially for patients with vascular emboli and other poor prognostic factors. Most studies adopted concurrent chemotherapy and RT with or without adjuvant chemotherapy. Delineation of the radiation field should be considered carefully with postoperative chemoradiation because treatment-related complications may add up. Apart from one study, which included only 15 patients with a standard radiation field and reported no serious treatment-related complications, all of the other reported studies modified the radiation field to cover only the tumor bed, with or without regional lymphatic areas. With improvements in accurate preoperative evaluations of primary tumors and modifications in surgical techniques for an R0 resection, most tumors can be removed completely. Thus, the importance of regional lymphatic areas has been highlighted. Several recent studies with large patient numbers included all covered regional lymphatic areas. Similar to the studies that adopted only PORT without chemotherapy, there were obvious differences in regional lymphatic areas across the studies. Overall, most studies included the bilateral supraclavicular area and the mediastinum for upper and middle thoracic ESCC. For lower thoracic ESCC, much disagreement exists. Some studies focused on the bilateral supraclavicular area and mediastinum, while others concentrated on celiac areas. Studies about recurrence patterns after POCT alone may provide some hints. In JCOG9204, the frequency of local recurrence in cervical and mediastinal nodes was slightly lower in the POCT group but still much higher than recurrence in abdominal lymph nodes. However, research in this area is limited, and further studies are needed to determine the effects of POCT in recurrence patterns.

Optimization of PORT CTV according to TNM stage and other factors

As mentioned earlier, the delivery of PORT is beneficial for patients with stage T3/T4 or N1 (lymph node positive) carcinoma, according to the sixth edition American Joint Committee on Cancer Staging Manual, after radical surgery with modern techniques. Compared with the sixth edition American Joint Committee on Cancer guidelines, the seventh edition incorporated non-anatomical factors, such as tumor differentiation and a refined N stage according to the number of regional lymph nodes containing metastases. Many studies have reported that lymph node recurrence increases dramatically with deeper invasion, higher number of lymph nodes with positive metastases, poorer tumor differentiation, and longer tumor length after esophagectomy. However, reported studies have not identified whether extensive portal RT or systemic therapy is more effective or which should be the preferred treatment for these patients. Biomarkers such as Ku80, VEGF, EGFR, and p53 are
associated with poor prognosis; however, their relationship with recurrence patterns has rarely been studied.  

The management of resectable EC has undergone a major evolution over the past three decades. Based on several trials in Western countries, strategies for preoperative chemoradiation have been recommended by NCCN guidelines for patients with locally advanced ESCC. However, for patients who do not follow the guidelines strictly without receiving neoadjuvant therapy, surgery alone is not enough, particularly for these patients with locally advanced disease due to high risk of recurrence and short remission period. Recent accumulating evidence indicates that patients with T3–T4 tumors and those with node-positive disease should receive PORT or POCRT, after radical esophagectomy without neoadjuvant therapy. The dosimetric advantages of modern RT techniques, such as 3DCRT and IMRT, can significantly reduce the adverse reaction of PORT. Although the standard CTV encompasses all of the high-risk recurrence areas, treatment-related toxicity in clinical practice has discouraged professionals from adopting this treatment modality on a large scale. It is important to optimize the radiation field to reduce the complications without compromising the effect. Based on sites of relapse and the surgical non-clearance area, for both upper and middle thoracic ESCC, at least the bilateral supraclavicular areas and the superior mediastinum should be included within the PORT CTV. For lower thoracic ESCC, disagreements in recurrence patterns have made it more difficult for professionals to optimize the radiation field. Standard CTV is still recommended currently. Other factors such as POCT, TNM staging, and tumor molecular biology may influence the recurrence pattern, but evidence is lacking. More studies on recurrence patterns based on factors to guide the optimization of PORT CTV and randomized studies that compare different ranges are required.
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